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INTRODUCTION
Investments in green technology, clean energy and
climate adaptation are growing rapidly in the United
States. In a first, the country is expected to use more
renewable energy than coal in 2020,1 and many
banks are starting to expand their loan products
and philanthropic investments in “green” products
and technologies. While these gains are cause for
celebration, the economic benefits of these green
investments are not distributed equitably, and the
status quo does not serve the needs of communities
of color and low- and moderate-income communities
(LMI). LMI communities and communities of color
bear the brunt of climate change and environmental
degradation around the world. The racial wealth gap
and larger social and racial inequality in the United
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States exacerbate environmental disparities and
make it more difficult for communities of color and
LMI communities to benefit from green technologies,
climate adaptation and clean energy.

Private, green investments have the potential
to achieve the dual goals of mitigating climate
change and closing the racial wealth gap, but
they must be intentional to do so.
The need for banks and financial institutions to
increase their sustainable and climate-friendly
investments is well known, particularly in communities
of color and low-income communities. Currently, these
types of investments are funded through a patchwork
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of grants and loans provided by cities and states,
foundations, small and large banks, and community
development financial institutions. The private sector
lags behind in funding clean energy, and we need its
robust participation to reach our climate goals.
This report seeks to learn from existing examples of
green investing and offer recommendations
for furthering green investments by financial
institutions. To that end, this report focuses on the
following questions:

•

What are banks and financial institutions
currently doing to support green investments
in LMI communities and communities of
color, and what opportunities exist to expand
the amount and scope of investment by
incorporating green investments into the
Community Reinvestment Act which already
obligates banks to meet the credit needs of
low-income communities?

•

How have local and state governments
incentivized investments by financial
institutions in LMI communities and
communities of color to participate in green
technologies, and what lessons can be learned
from these examples?

•

How can these investments translate into
wealth and asset building opportunities for
communities of color?

We also offer recommendations for how the
financial sector, nonprofit organizations and
advocates can work together to direct banks’
community investments in a racially equitable and
environmentally responsible way.

“Energy efficiency isn’t just about the energy aspect – we need to
focus more on the impact side. What is it doing for our people? Our
communities?”
– Duanne Andrade, Solar Energy Fund
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CLIMATE CHANGE & RACIAL DISPARITIES
Racial and Economic Inequity is the
Root of the Problem
The Greenlining Institute’s mission is to advance
economic opportunity and empowerment for people
of color. Redlining and other manifestations of racism
have excluded people of color from homeownership,
banking and other forms of wealth building. The
disinvestment and disenfranchisement that resulted
from redlining locked in poverty and pollution in
communities of color.
New, more subtly racist policies persist today, and the
effects of this historic and current discrimination are
reflected in racial disparities across homeownership
rates, income, wealth, access to banking and more.
Indeed, people of color are experiencing the lowest
levels of wealth in decades, while White communities
achieve record wealth.2 Our recommendations focus
on how climate change adaptation and mitigation
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investments can be tools for wealth-building in
communities of color and LMI communities, and how
these investments can simultaneously help make
communities more resilient to the present and future
threat of climate change.

The Need for Green Investment in Communities
of Color and LMI Communities
Communities of color suffer “first and worst” from the
effects of climate change around the world and are
the most affected by environmental issues like poor air
quality or unstable access to water that are worsened
by climate change.3 Life expectancies are far lower
for Black and Latino people in the U.S. compared to
White people in part because of their exposure to toxic
facilities and pollutants.4 The wealth gap also means
that communities of color are the least financially
equipped to respond to climate change through
adaptation (e.g. home weatherization, air conditioning,
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or moving homes or businesses). In addition, areas
that receive fewer home loans, have the least number
of deposit-taking banks, and have the least amount
of bank investment driven by the Community
Reinvestment Act, all have a greater percent of
environmental hazards.5
Green technologies and investments offer wealthbuilding opportunities and quality of life improvements
that should directly benefit communities of color.
Investments like home weatherization and energy
efficient home upgrades can decrease utility bills
and increase the comfort of one’s home. Installing
solar power or providing access to clean energy can
further reduce household utility expenses. Currently,
“the bottom 20% of earners spend almost 10% of
their income on electricity, more than seven times the
portion of income that the top 20% pays.”6 Because
communities of color and LMI communities have
a greater need for utility-related savings and other
wealth-building opportunities that green investments
can provide, they should be prioritized for clean energy
and weatherization initiatives.
Communities of color also need greater private capital
investments at the community level. Such investments
could include clean mobility options, electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, building electrification,
housing near transit, urban greening and community
solar. It is important to note that even community level
investments benefit specific businesses. It is critical
that the businesses that benefit from community
investment dollars are also owned by people of color.
When funding community-level green investments,
private investors and financial institutions should
consider the standards laid out in the Greenlined
Economy Guidebook to ensure that these investments
build power, advance equity and close the racial wealth
gap, as well as address climate change.
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The Need for Green Investment Nationwide –
and Why the Financial Sector Should Care
The U.S. needs to triple the amount it spends annually
on combatting climate change. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change estimates that between $1.6
and $3.8 trillion are needed annually between now and
2050 to keep warming on a pathway to stay below 2°C.7
The Hewlett Foundation estimates that as of 2017, the
U.S. was investing a maximum of $530 billion.8 While the
U.S. may not reach these goals quickly, this is clearly an
area of rapidly growing investment. Understanding and
prioritizing the needs of communities of color and LMI
communities now will help ensure that as investment
increases, projects and investments focus on the people
who need them the most.
The financial sector can be key to reaching this target,
but currently most investment comes from the public
sector. In addition to the incentive to “do the right
thing,” the financial sector faces trillions of dollars in
economic losses due to climate change. The Center
for American Progress has researched the risks that
climate change poses to our economic system, stating,
“One estimate suggests that if temperatures rise to
four degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels over
the next 80 years, global economic losses could mount
to $23 trillion per year—permanent damage that would
far eclipse the scale of the 2007-2008 financial crisis.”
The U.S. banking sector lags far behind the rest of
the world in addressing this issue: In particular, the
financial systems in China and the European Union are
already taking action to incentivize green investment
and regulate risk levels and composition of green index
and mutual funds.
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Financing Challenges for Expanding Equitable
Green Investments

Barriers to Racial Equity in Green Bank
Investments

These challenges prevent banks from directing more of
their dollars toward climate-friendly investments. The
Hewlett Foundation found that the following barriers
prevent banks from expanding their investments
in green products and initiatives, all of which are
emphasized when investments are planned for lowincome communities of color:

Key barriers that prevent communities of color from
benefiting financially from loans, funding, construction
and other opportunities associated with green
investments include:

•

There aren’t enough sources of high-risk capital
for early stage projects and investments;

•

Investor opinion, rather than data, determines the
perceived strength and risk of an investment;

•

Banks prefer large, centralized projects over
smaller, distributed projects (which are often the
types of projects that exist in low- and moderateincome communities);

•

Data on the performance of existing green
investments remains insufficient; this exacerbates
the risk pricing issue, because investors hesitate
to invest in “unproven” concepts;

•

Shifting government policies on climate change
contribute to the uncertainty around green
investments;

•

Climate change is not currently viewed as a shortterm risk; investors therefore fail to consider it as
an immediate threat that needs to be addressed;

•

There is no consensus on the definitions of green
investments, which makes it difficult to track
either where investment occurs or its impact; and

•

Investors’ expectations for returns on investment
prioritize short-term, high-return investments,
while climate-friendly investments often have
longer-term, less certain returns.
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•

The banking sector lacks racial diversity and
representation of people of color, which translates
into a lack of consideration of communities of
color in decision-making;

•

The green business community, like many sectors,
is over represented by White men. Few of the
contracts for green investments, like community
solar installation or energy utilities, are awarded to
businesses owned or operated by people of color;

•

Renewable energy companies owned and
operated by people of color lack access to small
business financing from financial institutions;

•

Banks with the largest market shares in California
rarely contract with businesses owned or operated
by people of color – a particular concern when
considering how to increase banks’ investments
not only in green technologies, but green
technologies that benefit people of color; and

•

Homeowners are the biggest current beneficiaries
of clean energy solutions – but in California, lowincome communities and communities of color are
more likely to be renters, who have largely been
left out of clean energy benefits. The economic
value of California’s clean energy programs still
primarily accrue to White households.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE GREEN
BANK INVESTMENTS
We interviewed stakeholders representing banks,
community development financial institutions,
researchers, financial regulators, and nonprofit
organizations, as well as a review of the existing
literature in this area. Based on our research, we
found the four challenges and opportunities in
developing a racially equitable green investment
landscape and developed policy recommendations
around each finding.

1

The landscape of green investing largely
ignores racial and economic equity:

Banks and CDFIs that are actively investing in
sustainability generally do not assess whether those
dollars will directly benefit communities of color or LMI
communities. Throughout the landscape of investors,
advocates and organizations working on increasing
investments in sustainable and green technologies,we
The Greenlining Institute

see an inadequate focus on race. Many of these
players lack racially diverse staffs, do not report
racial demographic data regarding the people and
communities they serve, and do not mention how their
programs work to achieve racial equity.
Recommendation: Incorporating a Racial and Economic
Equity Lens Throughout Green Investments

•

Banks, CDFIs, green technology companies,
nonprofit organizations and green advocates all
need to incorporate a racial equity lens into their
work. Throughout the data collection process
for this report, the need for more emphasis
on incorporating racial and economic justice
goals into green investments was clear. We lack
adequate data on the racial demographics of
clients served by green investments, too few people
of color work in environmental-related organizations,
2021 Investing in Climate Equity
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banks and CDFIs, and very little attention gets paid
to how these investments can widen or close the
racial wealth gap. Each of these sectors needs to do
more to incorporate these considerations into their
policies and practices to ensure that communities of
color and LMI communities receive priority for green
investment opportunities.

•

•

Banks should expand the criteria for sustainable
investments to include broader community
investments and bridge the gaps in their
corporate social responsibility efforts. Banks
who work in this area currently have an either/or
approach – their investments target sustainability
or environmental goals, or they focus on increasing
resources for communities of color and LMI
communities. Banks should deliberately bridge
these areas as part of their philanthropic or
mission-driven activities, as banks already invest
in sustainability issues as part of their businesses
and are beginning to include sustainability as a
criteria in their grantmaking activities. If investments
continue to occur in silos, with organizations and
banks focusing on just one area, it will be extremely
difficult to create wealth-building and climate-friendly
opportunities needed in communities of color.
Banks and CDFIs need to do more to ensure their
investments are direct, meaningful and have
assured benefits for low-income communities and
communities of color. All of these institutions need
an agreed-upon definition of green investments in
order to improve the tracking of green investments
and develop a greater understanding of which
investments benefit low-income communities
and communities of color. While having a better
understanding of what dollars are being spent
where through improved tracking will help, it is
just the first step. Financial institutions must
devote increased attention to ensuring that the
green investments they make also build wealth
and other economic opportunities.
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2

CDFIs help make green investments, but need
to be bolder on racial equity:

CDFIs are helping advance green investments,
some in LMI areas, in partnership with larger banks;
however, through a combination of poor data tracking
and a lack of emphasis on racial and economic
equity, these investments do not always benefit LMI
communities and rarely benefit communities of color.
As an industry, CDFIs have the potential to be major
influences on the way that capital creates positive
social and environmental impact and often serve as
the link between banks and community development
deals. However, CDFIs are often risk-averse in order to
appease capital investors, jeopardizing their ability to
make the impact they seek.9
Recommendation: Building on CDFI Successes

•

CDFIs working on sustainability and climatefriendly investments need a racial equity lens.
Because these investments can build wealth,
provide housing stability and improve quality of life
for those who receive investments, communities
of color must be prioritized. CDFIs should 1)
consider how their investments do or don’t
support communities of color and adjust their
practices accordingly; 2) track and report on the
racial demographics of their clients; and 3) work
together with CDFIs who do have a racial equity
lens to ensure that CDFIs who serve people of
color have the necessary access to resources.

•

CDFIs should consider how they can work at the
intersection of sustainability and racial equity.
Few CDFIs actively focus on environmental and
sustainable investing in addition to community
benefits. This partly stems from a lack of
knowledge or awareness about what these kinds
of investments look like: Sharing practices and
knowledge about what’s currently working in this
field and how CDFIs can start investing could
encourage more of these engagements.
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•

•

3

Banks should prioritize investing in CDFIs led by
people of color and that have proven records of
lending to people of color. Access to capital is a
critical motivator for CDFIs’ work, and CDFIs led
by people of color are often funded at lower levels
than CDFIs led by white people.10 To ensure that
investments make racially equitable impacts,
banks should take these considerations into
account when distributing capital.
Banks should work with CDFIs to invest in riskier
projects. One of the most promising practices
that CDFIs working on sustainable investments
described was the way in which they partner with
banks to make slightly-too-risky deals happen, by
taking on the riskier portion of the loan. This can
help banks engage more deeply and consistently
in sustainability work in low-income communities
and communities of color. This practice could be
employed by banks and CDFIs at the CRA activity
level, impact investment level, or with corporate
responsibility grants and lending.

for overlap between green financing and investment
in LMI communities. While it is unclear what official
changes to the CRA might help incentivize even greater
investment, ripe opportunities for expansion exist even
under current conditions.
Recommendation: Expanding and Improving upon
Green CRA Activity

•

Assess how well green buildings are benefiting
residents and create guidelines for banks
around these investments. Financing green
and sustainable LMI housing is the primary way
banks make green and economic equity-focused
investments. Banks should direct more CRA
funds to green housing investments that provide
the greatest economic benefits to low-income
residents and people of color and assess how well
these investments meet the community’s needs.

•

Reinforce the CRA’s power to promote home
mortgage lending to LMI communities and
communities of color. Homeownership remains a
critical way for LMI communities and communities
of color to build wealth, benefit socially and
economically from stable housing, and to enjoy
many of the green technologies that in turn build
wealth and stability.

•

Greater transparency and data collection on
green, bank investments that qualify for CRA
credit. Explicitly including green investments
as allowable activities under the Community
Reinvestment Act will provide banks, advocates
and financial regulators with better data on how
many investments are being made and in what
areas. Greater data collection and scrutiny of
these investments will also likely increase these
types of investments.

Modernize the Community Reinvestment Act
to better support sustainable communities:

The Community Reinvestment Act incentivizes
banks to offer fair access to credit for underserved
communities; however, these communities still
need much more investment, and a rising number
of communities of color and LMI communities are
not able to get the credit and banking services that
they need. Officially recognizing green investments
in low-income communities as a way to gain CRA
credit offers opportunities for incentivizing green
investment that benefits LMI communities. Because
investments in affordable housing represent one of
the primary mechanisms for banks to meet their CRA
requirements, sustainable, energy-efficient, affordable
housing construction presents abundant opportunities
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4

Existing household and community-level
programs offer lessons on investing equitably:

Government and nonprofit-led programs to create
more equitable access to green technologies have
led to mixed results. Programs offering funding or
financing to individual low- and moderate-income
households for household, green investments can
face unexpected pitfalls, which can unintentionally
harm these individuals economically. For example,
the information asymmetry between the company,
bank or financial institution offering financial products
and the household recipient create the potential for
unadvisable – or even predatory – loan terms. The
greatest opportunities for expanding the amount
of overall financial investment in climate-friendly
activities are at the community level. Investments
like community solar, public electric vehicle charging
stations and energy-efficient affordable housing offer
economic benefits to people who don’t meet income
or credit requirements for loans.
Recommendation: Building on Lessons Learned to
Expand Green Investments Equitably

•

Focus on scaling up programs that are already
working well. Many of the larger investments
occurring now or that banks may be interested in
making operate at the community or regional level
at their smallest scale and need funding to scale
up. In order to mobilize larger-scale financing and
to make a bigger impact in climate adaptation
readiness and mitigation efforts, banks should
focus on larger-scale projects, such as regional
bus electrification, sustainable building practices
in affordable housing built using the Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit, and neighborhood microgrids
in order to have a larger impact for both
individuals and regions.

•

When investing in low- and extremely lowincome areas, any lending activities should be
well monitored, prioritize communities, and
be based on ability to repay. Abusive lending
practices in financing programs like Residential
Property Assessed Clean Energy programs offer a
cautionary tale in how loans outside of traditional
banks can harm consumers. While grant programs
can avoid these pitfalls all together, loan programs
are still important tools to offer the most benefit
to the most people. Loan programs should include
careful analysis of a consumer’s ability to repay,
flexibility in the event of a payment disruption, and
abundant consumer education and support both
prior to and during the loan period. Ideally, loan
programs should also build in consumer protections
with third party contractors: for example, a CDFI
can negotiate contracts with solar installation
contractors on behalf of consumers.

•

Involve Community Development Financial
Institutions and/or nonprofit organizations in
designing and implementing investments. The
most successful programs serving both the needs
of LMI communities and communities of color
and advancing sustainability goals in our analysis
involved CDFIs and/or nonprofits. Because these
parties exist in service of community goals, they
will help ensure that programs truly meet the
needs of the consumers of green programs.

“The greatest opportunity to
expand climate investments is at
the community level, but funding
is needed to help scale up pilot
programs throughout regions,
rather than small-scale efforts.”
– Elizabeth Mattiuzzi, San Francisco Federal Reserve
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CONCLUSION
This is a pivotal time for green investment in
communities of color and LMI communities. The world
urgently needs to transition away from fossil fuels, and
banks, CDFIs and other financial regulators are paying
attention. Unfortunately, private capital investments
still lag far behind the scope and continuing growth

of the need, and regulators around the world are
implementing policies to break down barriers to such
investments. As banks scale up their investments in
green technologies in the coming years, the needs of
communities of color and LMI communities should be
understood and prioritized.

“A fair share of our impact investments portfolio going forward will
be community development and going forward sustainability will
likely be a larger focus.”
– JPMorgan Chase Bank
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